Ward Jene Stroud Material List for Ready, Paint, Go! Workshop
Paper
Use what you know! bring what your used to or try something different for any project, drawing, or surface. I
like 140lb Fabriano Artisico (Hotpress) for Brusho because it moves around it a little better but I use cold
press and rough in all weights and measures. I actually recommend several types of paper for the best learning
experience.
Paints
An assortment of Brusho. The 12 color set is great but any combo of colors will be super fun. I especially love
the Grey and Black. Greens are nice too for foliage - Moss, and olive! I will have plenty for you to use.
Iridescent paints are super fun and we will paint one or two projects with them. You don't have to and
again I will have plenty if you want to try mine first before investing.
Tube paint - as with the paper... use what you know -and then try something new!
You will not need all of these but this is the palette that I use for all my paintings...
Yellow ochre
Quin. Gold
Burnt Sienna
French Ultra Marine Blue
Burnt umber
Naples yellow
Cerulean blue
Cobalt turquoise
Cobalt Blue
Janet's Violet Rose
Permanent Alizarin Crimson
Rose Madder Genuine
Cadmium Red
Phthalo Blue
Aureolin
Brushes
These are the brushes I use: I love a small, medium, and a large mop or round brush, and a small fine
detail (rigger) brush. also, a small flat brush for cleaning up lines and I especially love to use Chinese lettering
brushes in assorted sizes. Wonderful!
Other Supplies:
Masking Fluid in whatever flavor you prefer. I find the bottles with the fine tip applicator so easy to use.
Pencils - whatever you’re used to, a softer lead is preferred, and erasers.
Sturdy Board - foam or gator board, particle board any non-porous surface, to tape or staple paper onto, and
something to put under it to tilt it up - like a rolled up towel or equivalent.
Tape - Whatever kind of tape you use if you use tape to secure paper. Masking tape works great.
Drinking straw
Spray bottles, small and large.
Plastic tubs or whatever you use for water, and paper towels (viva has no pattern to transfer to your paper),
and a couple of small kitchen sponges.
Cloth kitchen towels if you like to use them. I do :)
Bring whatever else makes you happy and that you feel is useful, lets share ideas!

